
CZECH OPEN 2021 - CADDY BOOK

Welcome to the Caddy book for Czech Open 2021. We hope it will help you to better prepare what to expect,
especially if it is your first time to play in this tournament and on this layout. For those returning to the
tournament it should be a good reminder.

Each hole has a short text where the rules and other trickeries are described. Plus there are typically two
photos. The first one is the look from the teepad to towards the basket, the last is the opposite view - from the
basket to the tee. Some of the holes have more pictures to help you find Drop Zones etc.
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Hole 1
Par 4, 130 m

Because of the mando, the fairway of the hole 1 is shaped to the right. If you
miss the mando you continue from the drop zone. There will be a string showing
the mando line so it will be clear if you made it or not. The basket is protected by
the group as you can see in the second panorama picture. There is an OB road
on the left which does not come to the play very often but you never know...



Hole 2
Par 3, 63 m

One of the shortest holes with a lot of trees on the fairway and the basket
located on the right side which favours the forehand or anhyzer throws. This is
the CTP hole for all divisions. There is an OB road behind the basket but that is
pretty far and does not come to play too much.





Hole 3
Par 3, 110 m

Straight forward hole where the basket is hidden behind the bush and you
can easily attack it from both sides. No special rules apply, just be careful
about the possible higher number of pedestrians on the paths and the
meadow.





Hole 4
Par 3, 82 m

Little downward sloped hole with the OB path on the left (back side border of
the path is OB), as well as on the right side (in play especially closer to the
basket) and BEHIND the basket (about 11 meters behind). Watch out for the
people and cyclists on the left path. We recommend to send a spotter
forward to check the traffic on the path.





Hole 5
Par 3, 98 m

Straight hole where the basket is located behind an extensive group of trees.
You can either go straight through the low-ceiling tunnel or from the left side with
a big anhyzer or forehand shot. No special rules.





Hole 6
Par 4, 124 m

The thermometer is one of the signature holes of the course. Tunnel shot
surrounded by OB from both sides which is opening at the end and creating
about 15 m wide circle surrounding the basket. Standard OB rule applies. We’ll
try to have a designated spotter just for this hole.





Hole 7
Par 4, 164 m

One of the toughest holes on the course. Long tunnel which opens a little more
on the right side in the second half of the fairway. Plenty of trees do not make
your approach shots too easy. There is an OB line on the left side (same line as
for hole 6). Also, there is an OB on the right side above the rock wall and it does
not come to play too much. Basket is located at the end on the right side.





Hole 8
Par 4, 152 m

This hole will test your anhyzer or forehand throw as the mandatory in front of
the teepad will force you to go for these throws. Then you “only” need to fight
your way through plenty of trees and stay in-bounds doing it. OB is all around the
fairway. There are two grill sets (tables + benches + grill). The first one on the left
will be behind the OB. The second one is placed behind the basket and there will
be no special rules applied there.





Hole 9
Par 3, 62 m

“The Pit'' is another signature hole. The teepad is located on the hill next to
the restaurant and the basket behind the pit full of high trees. There is an OB
line all around the pit + the path behind the basket is OB as well. If your first
throw is ending up in OB (either inside of the pit or OB long) you go to the
Drop Zone which is located on the left side of the pit and about 30 m away
from the basket. If you are shooting OB from the Drop Zone, standard OB
rule is applied.

You can try to attack the basket by throwing an overhead shot, big backhand
or forehand hyzer or even to try to shoot straight through. The safe play
would be to shoot towards the dropzone and from there under the basket.
But you only live once, right? :)







Hole 10
Par 3, 80 m

Slightly downward sloped hole shaped nicely for a straight backhand shot. No
special rules, just avoid the trees.



Hole 11
Par 3, 61 m

Uphill hole where the most important is to drive through the trees to the opening
in front of the basket (which you can’t really see from the tee). No special rules.





Hole 12
Par 4, 163 m

The first shot of this long hole is played like an island - you need your disc to land
in the wooded area behind the paths, which is about 50 m from the tee. If you
miss the island, you are going to the Drop Zone and from there the standard OB
rule applies for the paths on both sides. The basket is located in the open area in
front of “the pit” which acts as OB also for this hole. So make sure not to be long
behind the basket.









Hole 13
Par 3, 107 m

Pretty straight-forward shot spiced up with a hazard line on the right side
and mean bushes on the left. The basket is located right in front of you but
the fairway is getting tighter and you need to be accurate to get your bird.

TIP: Remember the 3 min rule when searching for your disc in the bushes
on the right.





Hole 14
Par 3, 135 m

Downhill shot (elevation 5 m) where you need to be careful not to end up too
much on the right side as there is the same hazard line which is used for the
hole 13. The hazard line will be marked with flags. If you end up on the right
side of it, you’ll be playing from the same position with a penalty stroke.

Watch out for the concrete path behind the basket which is OB and which is
quite busy with walkers (spotter recommended).





Hole 15
Par 3, 117 m

Island hole where you have to shoot over the pathway to get safe. It takes about
35 m to the path and the line is obstructed by a tree which is behind the path but
it’s branches can kick you back in front of it. If you miss the island you go to the
dropzone and basically play the standard hole from the permanent 9-hole
layout. Except that you start with a 3rd throw and need to park the 75 m, slightly
uphill shot to save your bogey.

Watch out for the bushes on the both sides of the fairway as you are getting
closer to the basket. Also, watch out for the pedestrians on the path.





Hole 16
Par 3, 148 m

Standard hole from the permanent layout. It was a hard choice whether to make it
a hard Par 3 (very hard to birdie) or leave it as quite an easy Par 4. In the end we
decided for option B. Watch out for the OB path on the left and behind the basket
and the meanest bushes on the course on the right - you really don’t want to end
up deep down there.

Again, keep the 3 min rule in mind when searching for your disc. If you go too
deep into the bushes, it can take really long to find your disc.





Hole 17
Par 4, 162 m

Long hole where you can’t see the basket from the teepad. It is hidden behind the
bushes on the right side. Again, this bush is not where you want to end up and that’s
why it is good to know that it starts about 90 m from the tee. There are OB paths on
both sides of the fairway but usually not coming into play too often.





Hole 18
Par 3, 75 m

Pretty short and straightforward island hole. The island will be a circle with about
20 m in diameter and the basket located right in the middle. If you miss the island,
the dropzone is located about 20 m from the basket so you can attack the basket
and try to save your par!





Tournament Centre

TC will be located right below the sign “Ladronka”. It is the central and easily the biggest building in the park so
you should have no trouble finding it. There is a charging station located close-by (see the photo below). The
entrance to the restaurant is directly next to the TC.

You will be passing the TC on the way from the hole 18 to the hole 1 and you’ll be able to refill your water there
or use the toilet in the restaurant (open from 11 AM).





The course layout


